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Cover letter

To: BMC editorial office

Subject: MS 7883754668031755, Prevalence of Intestinal Parasitic Infection and Risk Factors among Schoolchildren in University of Gondar Community School, Northwest Ethiopia: a crossectonal study

Dear editors we the authors of the manuscript really appreciate the improvement of our paper through the aid of your experienced reviewers. The comments and suggestion of the reviewers are incorporated into the new version of the manuscript.

The manuscript is already revised in the light of the reviewers comment. We have received review response of Oystein Haarklau Johansen and Yvonne Ai Lian Lim. The later does not have any concern to be corrected. The point-by-point response and correction made are listed below

Reviewer: Oystein Haarklau Johansen

Minor essential revisions

In their response to another reviewer, the authors note that they have carried out a multivariate analysis. This should be mentioned in the manuscript.

- As you have already mentioned it, we have done multivariate analysis for those variables that showed significant association in the bivariate analysis. Now we fill that was important to write all what has been done. Hence we incorporated the point on page 7 under the subtopic Intestinal parasite and possible risk factors.

- We have tried to read the paper individually and made language corrections mainly in the abstract section.

With best regards

Aschalew Gelaw

Corresponding author